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1 Introduction 

The properties of alternating chains have been intensively investigated in 
the last time [1, 2, 3] not only due to their interesting structure, but also in 
connection with a better understanding of the high-T, superconductivity mech· 
anism. The same phenomenon renewed the interest for the Hubbard ·model [4], 
a large humber of papers being devoted to it"s one-dimensional (lD) extensions 
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, the particularities of the Hubbard-like couplings in· 
alternating chains are less well known. It i~ the aim of this paper to derive the 
corresponding expressions of the Hubbard,type interactions in the equivalent 
two-band modei and to discuss a possible occurence of a superconductor state 
in such structures. 

ThP-nnP-·n~rtirlP h:::omiltnni:::on in thP t.ic:t'ht hin~inc:t ::.nnrovirn:::~tinn fnr ;an ;;.L 
---- -·-- ::-------- ··-······------~ ··· ···- ··o··· -···-···o -::-r·-·····------- --- -----

ternating ~hai_n with two non-equivalent Sites per-. unit cell is defined, in terms 
oLthe atomic quantities, in Sec. 1. This hamiltoniancan be diagonali~ed. by 
a canonical._transformation, ·as.it is showD. in sec .... _2; one getS. a two-band 
(free) hamiltonian in the Bloch representation. The Hubbard-type interac
tions, initially intrOduced ·in the site representatio~,-give rise .to ~oth intra
and inter-band couplings; if the ·gap between the two bands is large enough, as 
for Cu03 chain, the last ones can be neglected. The intra-band interactions 
are described by some k-dependent ·potentials with rather complicate expres
sions; they ~re presented in Sec.' 4. An evaluation of the coupling constants 
g1 , .. ,g4 around the Fermi points is discussed for the case of Cu03 chain in the 
same section; the effect of the Hubbard-type interactions In the upper half
filled band is similar, excepting an Umklapp term, to the cMe of a 3/4-filled 
ideal ch.ain. The bond-sit,e interaCtion acts~ an effecti':e at~raction and it can 
determine in some circums.tariCes tlie oCCure.tice of a supercondUctOr inStability. 
The. last section contains some remarks about possible extensions .and further 
developments of the present work.' .. - : .. . 

'---" 

2 'l'he one,;,particle hamiltonian 

Let us consider the alt~rnating chain fro~ Fig. '1, wlth two non-~quiyalent 
sites per unit cell (N cells, periodic boundary conditi~ns); the one-particle 
hamiltonian corresponding to this structure can be written as 

'H = 'H;,, + V - V;,, , j = 1,N, s = A,B (1) 

where j is the cell index and s specifies the site in the cell. 'H;,, denotes the 
atomic hamiltonian defined by its action on the orbital </>;,, corresponding to 
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the atomic energy level E, : 

( . )() 1d"¢>;,, ... 
1i;,,</>;,s X = --

2 
-d 

2 
+ V;,,(x)¢>;,,(x) , m x (2) 

1i;,,¢>;,, = E,¢>;,, (3) 

where V;,, and min Eq. (2) are respectively the ionic potential of the site (j, s) 
and the electron mass. V in Eq. (1) is the periodical potential of the lattice: 

V(x +a) = V(x) , a~ a1 + a 2 (1) 

Within the tight .binding approximation, we assume that: (i) the atomic 
orbitals 1>;,, form an orthogonal and normalized set 

< 1>i,s I </!i',s' >= Oi,i'.S.,,s• (5) 

which generates the one-particle Hilbert space corresponding to the motion of 
one electron in the chain (this condition can be in fact relaxed by allowing a 
small overlap between the atomic orbitals and then orthogonalizing them [7]); 
(ii) the matrix elements of the hamiltonian (1) are of the following form: 

· < </>;,s l1i¢>i',s' >= <,8;,p8,,,, - t (8,,A8,,,8 + 8,,s8,,,A) 8;,;•-

t (8,,A8,.,s8;J•-i-I + 8,,s5,.,A5;,;•-d · (6) 

which account for the jump of electrons only between the nearest neighbour 
sites. <A(B) and t(t) can be easily expressed in terms of the atomic quantities 
as 

<, = . E,+ < 1>;,, I (V - _!';,,) 1>;,, :> . '. s = A, B .. 

t = < t/>;,B I (V;,A .:_ V) </>;,A >=< </>;,A I (V;,s - V) </>;,s > (7) 

l = < 1>;-ti,A I (V;,s - V) </>;,B >=< ¢>H,B I (V;,A -:_V) </>;,A > 

where we used also the hermiticity ofthe hamiltonian (1). Without loss of 
generality, we can choose the zero of energy such that 

<A= -<s = < > 0 (8) 

The second quantized form of the tight binding hamiltonian in I. he (j, s )
representation of the atomic orbitals is 

.1i = <L (a} a;- b}b;)- tL (a}b; + b}a;)- tL (at
1
b; + bjai+

1
) (9) 

j j j 
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where a( b) operators correspond to the annihilation of electrons on A(B) sites. 
For simplicity we neglect for the moment (until Sec. 4) the spin variable of elec
trons. From the (j, s )-representation we can pass to the (k, s )·representation 
by a usUal Fouri~r transform · 

aj =· ;., "'e-••i'ak , a;= ;., "'e'"i'a, , k E BZ = (-~, ~1 (10) 
vNL._; vN~ · · a a 

. k k 

and the same for the b operators.' Eq. (9) becomes tlien 

1i;, < L (at a,- bkb,)- L [ (t + Ie-'"_k) akb, + H.c.] (11) 
ft k 

The ~ and b oPerators satisfy the: u~ual anticommutation relations: 
. ·, . . . ' . . .. ! ' 
{al,a,,} = {bL.b.·} =5,,,, .' {a,;b,,} =0 

(12) 

{a!,al,} ={a., a,,}= {b!,b!.} = {b,,b,.} ~ 0 

3. The canonical transformation 

By mixing the a and b operators, the hamiltonian (9) or equivalently (II) 
· has. not a diagonal form; it can· be diagonalized by a ranoriical transformation 

.·{ a,= a(k)c1,k +f'(k)c2,, 

b, = "((k)c1,, + 9(k)c2 ,k 

( 13) . 

where the c oper~tors obey the same antic<;>mmutation relation~· as a and. b 
operators: ' 

-{ t } cn,k,-cn'k' = 6n,n'6k,k' 

From Eqs. (12}:(14) it follows · 

la(k)i' + lf'(k)l' =I 

h(k)l = lfi(k)l 

IO(kll = ln(k)l 

{ c!,,, c!:,,;.} = { cn,k> c,.,,,,} = 0 

<it·g[n(k)J- arg[f1(k)]- ary['l'(A·)] + arg[O(k)J = 1r 
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and from the req~iremcnt-thc hamiltonian tO h~ diagorlal we get an 'additional 
compi~X equation: 

l[a"(k);3(k) -7"(k)O(k)) -.(t + te-•••) a"(k)O(k)- (t + tc•••)/J(kh"(k) (16) 

Eqs. {15) and {16) form a system of six rca(equati~·ns with eight unknowns; 
we can make a particular choice for. two of the phase factors, for instance 

arg[/1(k)) = arg["!(k)) = 0 ( 17) 

_The canonical ira:risformation takes ·then the form 

k l,k 2,k 

{

.a·= A(k)c-il>.(k)c + JJ(k)e 
· . · . A,IJ>O 
bk = B(k)c,,k + A(k)eio(klc,,k 

{18) 

with the conditions 

A'+B'=I 

2eAB -
B' _A' =lcos{<P) + tcos(ak- <P) (19) 

tsin(<P) = lsin(ak- <P) 

where the k-dependence has been omitted. The system (19)has the solution 

with the notation 

A=-1- 1- < · •. . [ ] ~ 
-./2 · .,jt'i' + 4tl cos2(ak/2) 

B = -~.[! +-vfr,t'ic..,=c.+;=4;o;t9'l<c=o=;~,Ci'(a=;k=;/~2J 
l 

tan ( <P) = :-:-,.-----;-;-;
t + lcos(ak) 

(20) 

!::,. = ve'+ (t-l)' (21) 

In terms of the c operators, the one-particle hamiltonian for the alternating 
chain becomes · . 

1f = L [e:,(k)ci,.c,,k + c2 (k)c!,.c,,k] 
k 
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(22) 

and we will call it the Bloch representation; the energies in Eq. (22) .have the 
expresions 

e:2 (k) = -s1(k) = /t:.i +4tlcos2 (ak/2) (23). 

and are graphically represented in Fig. 2 for the parameters corresponding to 
the Cu03 chain: 2e = 1.23 eV, t = l = 1.4 eV [3). The gap between the two 
bands is 2!::,. and each hand width is-./ t:.' + 4tt- t'i ; in the limit t'i--> 0 ; one · 
recovers the· ~sua! dispersion lawfor the ideal chain c(k) = -2t,cos(ak) , as it 
is shown in Fig. 3.- . · 

4 Hubbard-type interactions 

By Hubbard-type inter·actions we understand interactions which in the site 
representati9n couple only electrons belongijlg to the nearest neighbour sites. 
There are five types. of such ·elementary processes, schematically represented 
in Fig. 4: a) on-site; b) inter-site (diagonal i~tenictions); c) bond-site; d) 
intra-bond - exchange hopping; e) introa-bond - pair hopping {off-diagonal 
interactions). By analogy with. the case ofthe ideal chain, the hamiltonians 
corresponding to the Hubbard-type interactions in an alt'ernatiirg chain are 
introduced in the site representation as follows:· 

-u .-j"(u.AA UBB) 
'_Lon'-:-sde - 2 L Anj,t:~nj,-u + Bnj,unj,-q 
. ' . . - j,~ ~ . . . . . 

(24) 

h · A( B) _ t (b t b ) d w ere ~j,q - a;,(faj,q i,u _ j,(f an 

UA(B) = j j dx dy <P].A(B)(x)V.,(/x _: yiJ<P].A(B)(y) (25), 

· with V., the interaction potential between .the elect,ons ( ,;.e used also the fact 
that in ID the atomic orbitals can be chosen real functions); · 

with 

'Hinter-site= L nf.u (Vnf.q, + Vnf_ 1,q,) 
. j,u,u1 

l
. V = J J dx dy <P],A(x)V.,(Ix -yi)<PJ.s(Y) 

V = f f dx dy </JJ,A(x)V.,(/x- yi),P]_,,s(Y) 

5 
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Hbond-,;,, = L [a1. (XAbj,o + Xsbi-l,o) + H.c.Jn1,_
0 

+ 
j,u 

"' [ t ( .- · ) ·] B . L.J bi,u XBa;,17 + XAai+I," + H.c. ni,-u 
j,u , 

(2S) 

with 

( 

XA(B) = J J dx dy tP;,A(a/x)c,l;,B(A)(x)v;,(lx- yl)c,l}A(B)(Y) 

• XA(B) = fJdx dy cP;-!(i+!),B(A)(x)qi;,A(B)(x)V"(Ix- yl)qi].A(H)(Y} 
(29) 

- --

~ox<h. . ... j "'·r t '(wbt b + w· bt b . ) + ]{ l 
. ~"~·intra-bond = -2 L._; aj,u_ j,u' },u _j-l,d' j-I,u _aj,u'- .C. 

. ;·_: . : . : . -/:~~ql -. -_· . . -</$.?~/~ __ ::_._;-::.+:~~~\. . . -·. 

1-if::;._;;:: = ~ t H~ai.-o (Wb;,-ob;,u +-Wb;-1.~:-z;_,,o) +ii.c.J 
j,u . 

(:!0) . 

. (31) 

with 

I. W = J J dx. dy cP;,A(x)tb;;s(x)v;,(lx -yl)c,l;,A(Y)tP;,8(Y) 

. .· -~ . . - . (32) 

W = J J dx dy cP;,,i(x)c,l;_1 ,8 (x)v;,(lx '-- yl)tb;,A(Y)¢;~,.~(y) . 

. Let us remark _that for-the inter:~ite ~nd intra,bo~d interaction _constants th.e 
site index (A-or B) does not o~cur; they are invariant under the-transformation 
_(j, A) <-> (j,B) (for intra'cell quantities, ,_;ithout over line) or·(j, A) .__; (j-1, B) 
{forinter,cell quantities, \Yith oV<irline). . _ 

Replacing now the a and b 0pera·tors by the corresponding c operators 
'·, according to Eq. (18), we get the forrn of the-Hubbard-type interactions in 

the two-band model (Bloch representation). For simplicity, we consider the 
particular cas·e a1 = a2 = a/2 when t = t and . -

ak 
q\=2' ll.=< (33) 

In this case will be no distinction between intra-cell interaction <:onstauts and 
the inter·cell ones. 
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Any interaction in terms of the a and b operators gives ri~e to both intra
and inter.band couplings. Nevertheless, if the gap between th·e two bands is 
large en~ugh (comparable with the bandwidth), the inter-hand interactions 
can be neglected and we may restrict the considerations only to one 'of the 

. ba~ds:(dcpending on the Fermnevel). For Cu03 the gap is about 'half of the 
bandwidth and the filling factor is 3/4, that .means a half-filled tipper band. 

The .intra-band interactions in the Bloch representation have the following 
general form - · 

2N L -\.-~,a•(k,, .. , k4)8k1 +k2 ~k3 +k~ ct .~ct.lf,Ck4 ,<r'~k3 ,u -(34) 
. kJ, .. ,k.;l1,tr 1 

where the 8-funct.ion asSures the conscvati'cn of the total _inoment\iiTI up to a 
reciprocal lattice vect.or. '0/c give below the Ob.tait_led expressions for V in each 
band corresponding to -_!.lie differc~1t. kinds of _intCractions: 

-

{ 

V.~~-•;''•' = [l!AA(kJ)A(k,)A(k,)A(k,) +(A--+ B)jo~.~·· 
. .. - (35) 

. V.,.-,;tc;2 = [U eA(k, )A(k2)'A(~J)A:(k.(};+(!l'4 !J)J§.d{~~'-'-
.. .-. .-,_. ·- _.-.... -

{ 

V;,.,,._,;,,., = 4VA(k.·1)iJ(k2 )1.\(k3 )H(k4) 

. . . . . (36) 
· .Vinter"-_sitc;2.:::::! Vintcr_-sitc;-1 (A_~ [J) 

Vbo~d-,;<,;1 = 4 {XA [cos(ak,j2)B(k,)A(k3 )+ 

cos(ak"/2)A(ki)B(k~)jA(k2 )A(k4 ) +(A+-> B)}o •. _,, · 

V.ond-,;,,., ,;_ -4 {XA [cos( akJ/2)A(k, )B(k")+ 

cos(akJ/2)JJ(k1)A(k3 )] B(k;)B(k.1) +(A<-> U)} o •. ~.· 

{ 

V;~~;:~bond;l = 4W cos[a(k,- k,)j2jA(kJ)B(k2)H(k3)A(h•,) 

V'"'h- _:_ V'"'•- (A <-> H) intra-bond;2 - i11tra-bond;I 

-~ V;~;;:~bo .. d;l = 2W cos[a(k, + k,)j2J [A(A•J)A(k,)H(k:J)/J(k4)+ 

(1\ <-> fJ)j Do.-o' 

v1mir = V'.1''1ir 
tnlra-bond;"l. wlr~t-bow/;1 
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All the obtained potentials have a complicated k-dcpendcncc; however, they 
are seParable functions of the k-v~·riables~ A first step .in analy;.ing the possible 
efect of these ·inte.::actions is to evaluate them. around the Fermi points ±k

1
.·; 

we do· this i_n terms of the g-consta:nts which .describe. the elementary pfo<:(~sscs 
~f backwa~d: forward and (Jmklapp scatterings, characteristic to t.hc ID Fermi 
oaz model [10, 11]: . 

backward 91 k, = k, = ±kf. , k2 = k3 = 'fkp 

J orward o2 : . k1 = k3 = ±kp , k2 =k4 = 'f'kp 
04 .: k, = k2 = k3 = k, = ±kl' 

Umklapp 93 : k, == k, = ±kp., .k3 ~ k, = 'fkF (a.~;.·= r./2) 

(~0) 

-In the backward sca.tlcring -process, the momentUm transfer is-- '2kl-'; in the 
forward one: it. is Zero· (g2 couples electrons from different bl-anches, g

1 
from 

the same branch); 93 process is possible on(y at half-filling, when 4kF is equal 
to the reciprocal lattice vector. Each coupling constant has two components, 
as the spi~s are parallel (a) or anti parallel ( .L ), but from the expression of the 
hamiltonian it is clear that 03.a a,.nd o4 .a bring lio contribution and thus the 
spin index can be omitted. ,For the Hubba~d-type models it can be shown • 
that always o2,.L = o4 and therefore only five constants arc in<jependent. The 
values of these constant~ for the Hubbard-like interactions in an ideal chain· 
(with 1/2- and 3/4- filled band) and iii an alternating one (With parameters 
as in Cu03 chain) are presented in. Table 1. , ·., · ' 

As can be observed from Table I, they-constants for,;, band coming from an 
ideaL chain· differ' considerably from one ·comisponding to an alternating chain, 
both of them at ~alf-filling; maybe the most important difference consists in 
the ~ccurence of the bond-site' interaction term; which ·in an ideal chain brings 
no contribution at half-filling [6]. There is an almost complete analogy between 
a half-filled band 9f an alternating chain and a 3/4-filled band of an ideal chain; 
the differences conSist in an appearence of an Umklapp term in the first case· 
and of course in the values of the co.nstants which are·given by 

U = 0.41UA+O.I3UB, V = 0.46V, X= 0.31XA+O.I8XB, W = 0.46W (41) 

If wc·a.ssume the same interaction coristants for A and B sites, it follows a 
decreasing of their values {in comparison with the ideal chain) with a factor 

··around two. The on-site· effective constants for the Cu03 chain have been 
estimated at the valuc>S IJA "'3- 4 cV, UB "' I -3 cV [3]; the other effective 
constants arc less_ well known. ft. is rea"onablc to consider them as positive 
and to a•stunc an ordering If > V » X > W (If > X » V ~ W) for a long 
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(short) range inter-electronic potential v;., as it has been shown in the case of 
· the ideal chain [6, 7, 12]. . 

Table 1 
A comparison between the o-constants (at th~ Fermi level} for an ideal chain 
(1/2- and 3/4-filled band) and the alternating Cu03 chain (2< = 1.23 eV, 
t = 1.4 cV, half-filled upper band [3]); the interaction constants from the 
last column are defined in Eq. (41). 

II I I I ......... ~ II 

Ot.H -2V+2W 2W 2W. 
' .... I 

Ot,.L U-2V+4W l1 -'- 4v'2X +4 W . U-'- 4v'2X + 4W 
. ··. 

02.11 2V-2W 2V - 2V 
' 

92,i.. U+2V U .f- 2V- 4v'2X+ 2W U +2V- 4J2X +2W 
-. .. 

u.,..2y-4w 
- ... U~4v'2X 

03. -
' 

.- ' _. 

· .. 

04 U+2V u + 2v - 4v'2X + 2»; U +2V- 4v'2X + 2W 

In terms of the g-constants, a superconductor state is expected in the region 
[10, 11] -

01.11 - 02.o - o2,.L 2': lo31 (42) 

at exactly half-filling, or 

9t.u - Y2.u - 02;.L 2': 0 (43) 
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·if the Umklapp process does not occur. For the upper band of an··alternating 
chain, the condition ( 42) becomes · · · · 

e ( u-: 4hx) lu-: 4hxl :o: -:2v (44) 

with iJ the step function; from Eq. (43)weget 

· U-4vf2X+4V :0:0 (45) 

The condition ( 44) cannot be fulfiled for any positive V; the domi.nant 
phase will be a charge density wave (CI)W) if the· quantity 9t.N ~ g,,

11 
+ 92,J.

IYt,J.I (i.e., U ,- 4hX + 4W) is less than zero or a·spin density wave (SDW) 
otherwise .. Nevertheless, let us notice_th~'t for a very smaii inter-site attr.adion 
and U :0: 4yi2X,·the occurence,of a superconductor state becomes possible. 

If the .. ,:!hl!da;pp term is neglected, ac~ordingly to Eq. ( 45) the supercon· 
d~ctor "Piia,Se ~it;,. a.p:pear fl)r a strlmg-~noughbond-site repulsion. For short -
range inter-electronic.poientials (when both ·the inter-site and intra-bond in' 
.teractions can,- he neglected); this happens when XfU,·?. 0.18; -in the case of ~n .. 
ideal chain and for a very effective screening, the raii() X fJJ ha.S been est-imaie.J -
inthe range 0.15-0.18 [12]. Such a value may be consequently considered as 
realistic for un alternating chain too, but this qu-estion depends of course _<ma 
proper evaluation of the model parameters. 

5 .Conclusions · ., 

,·.The results obtained in this paper can b~ summarized as follows: the canon
ical t-ransformatiOn diagonalizing the one-particle h'amiltoniani_fo~ an altern at-

. irig chain with two' non'equivalent sites per unit cell witS 'explicitly derived; . 
it .has been used .after that to 'find the.expressions of the Hubbard-type in
teractions, initially int.roduced in the site-representation, in the corresponding 
two:bimd model. A qualitative discussion in terms of the g-ology c~nstants; us
ing ~el).orin!ilization _group r~sults, indicate the range ol the parameters' where_ 
different kind of. instabilities can occur. For the half-filled upper band of the 
CuO, chain, the dominant phases are SDW or CDW as for the Hubbard model 
with an effective constant U -4J2X +4W; if the band ls not exactly half-filled, 
a superconductor state can appear for U - 4-J2X + 4 V :0: 0. 

The alternating chain considered in this paper- does· not account for an 
already dimerized system due to other degrees of freedom, as the interaction 
with the lattice. A more realistic model for the Cu03 chain should start with 
a distorted alternating structure (a CDW ground state) [3]; in this case the 
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!lUmber of the non-equh·alenl siteS per .unit cell will_ be four, leading to a four
hand model where th<: first. thr<'e bands are.filled and .the high-est one is empty. 
-The form of the Ilubbard-like int<•raclions in such a model can he a subject of 

future investigations. _ . 
The eval ualiou of th<• intcr-c•led.ronic potentials around the. Fcnni l<:o\·el ~ as 

'it was discussed abo\"<'. pro\·ides O~tly a. qualitath·t· information-about i-1~~~ r_Olc 
played by-the Uuhhard-typ<' int<~radions in alt<'qtating chains. A deeper anal
ysis requir<;s a f.ompld<' acronnting· for the k-dcp<•ndencc of both the energy 

- and the ,.\\'o-paitide interactions in t.h<• gin!tl hand. A ground-state phase dia
gram in a mcan-fidd-t.yp<' approximation ca. it he found by similar cakulat i9ns 
as it was done for t-he ID Hubbard inodcl ,;·ith a boml-'sitc interaction [13]. 
In sp:itc of lhc c~nnplirat.e form of the det.crmincd pott~nt.ia.ls: s~1ch a method 
c;~n be in princi-ple ~pplicd; due to their_ separability in the k-\·ariablcs~ the 
approxima.t<~ Bclhe-Salpc~-Cr equation can be s?h·ed analyt i_caliy. 
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0 A B A 8 A B 
: : • I . ~~ az I . ~~)1~_--<1'--__,He--4-1-

·)-1 j j+l 

Figure·l. Alternating chain with two non-equivalent sites per unit ceiL 

3 
e/t 

• 
band 2 

2ll/t 

. -1 

band 1 /-

-·· 
ak/rr ·-31 I I I I I I . i I 

-1.0 -0.6 0.0 0.~ 1.0 

Figure 2. The two-band model corresponding to the one-particle ha.;,iltonian 
in the tight binding approximation for an alternating chain with two non-
equivalent sites per unit ceiL · 
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·~t/t ht/t 

. I ------] _a_ ~~a_-- -r--- -y-
-I 

• 
--•1 , ok/n 

-1 I I 1 • 

Figure 3. In the limiting case D. -> 0 , the usual disper§ion law for an ideal 
chain c( k) = -21 cos( qk) is recovered. 

H I (II I . -.··•··-.+ •• .1{1) .. ..If. . . • .. • • • ............ ·. . . ·~ 

a) : b) c) . d) e) 

Figure 4. Hubbard-type interactions: a) OI\·Site; b) inter-site; c) bond-site; 
d) inj;ra-bond - exchange ·hopping; e) intra-bond - pair hopping. 
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